Patricia Sullivan
Patricia unknowingly began doing improv with her siblings
growing up in Montana. There was no better way to pass the
long, cold winter evenings than performing impromptu skits in
the living room. Upon moving to the Bay area to attend Stanford,
she found a piece of home and like-minded people in the improv
community, who helped her stay in touch with that inner child.

AMERICAN IMPROV THEATRE
presents

Through the years she’s performed and trained with Bay Area
improv groups including The Piccalilli Players, Pan Theater,
Dragon Theater, Subject to Change, American Improv Theatre,
and her husband and two sons in their California living room.

Tony Zavala
In the past, Tony has been an improvisor and a standup to varying degrees of competency. Now, in the present, he will become
a sketch performer before your very eyes. He is delighted to do
so with Black Cat Comedy. When not on stage, you can find him
riding a bicycle in Santa Cruz.

Will Marsden*
Will is a bad apple. There’s one in every group, and the Black Cat
Comedy cast is no exception. A renegade from birth, he arose
asexually from unholy demon spawn, and by nature eschews
all things decent. One can find him wearing crocs with socks,
humming Christmas carols year-round, and spewing the cliche
"no pun intended" when there was actually no pun delivered.
Will’s idea of the perfect day involves eating nothing but beans
and attending a crowded indoor event.
*This cast member has yet to submit any personal info, leaving his
biographical fate up to the whim of Alan.
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Andrew DeLeon
This is Andrew’s third performance with Black Cat Sketch Comedy and he’s excited. When Andrew is this excited, he tends to
misuse capital letters, exclamation points, along with excessive
use of emoticons which make him seem immature. Andrew is
a local entertainer performing stand-up "comedy" (negotiable),
these AIT sketch shows, "humorous" (embarrassing) loud banter
in public spaces, as well as putting his dogs name into popular
songs (We’re all just AMII’s in the wall). Thank you for your time,
enjoy the show, Andrew is innocent.

Courtney Magleby
Courtney has been practicing improv over the past few years at
San Jose ComedySportz and American Improv Theatre. You’ll
have to curry favor with her before you’re privy to more.

Ginger wu
Ginger is a humor enthusiast, future Emmy winner, and wishful thinker. She studied sketch comedy at American Improv
Theatre and acting from years of imposter syndrome.
As Wise Zebra #1, Ginger received critical acclaim for the role
in Grovecenter Elementary’s production of Anansi the Spider.
When not acting, Ginger enjoys decaffeinated beverages and
long walks at the mall.

Jeannie Ceglar
Jeannie found her love of making people laugh when she first
learned how to make friends. She grew up watching her favorite sketch shows MADtv and SNL and would imitate Stewart’s
mom, Doreen, as a fun party joke. Who knew her love for making fun of things would grow into the love for stage comedy!
Jeannie has performed improv all over the Bay Area including;
Comedysportz, Made Up Theatre, Pear Theatre, and Endgames.
Her own improv troupe has performed in many improv festivals
including Ventura Improv Festival.

lara sophia madhura
New to the world of sketch and improv, Lara got her first taste
of sketch acting in West Valley College’s A Sign From God (Dec
2016), and is excited to continue the fun in this season’s Black
Cat production.
Lara also does art for a living and writes poetry.

David halvorsen*
David stinks of rotting fish, but that does not stop him from
venturing into public in search of answers. When he finds something that enchants him, which ranges from a penny on the
ground to a cloud in the sky, he claps like a seal.
Fun fact: David never makes eye contact, thinking lasers might
shoot out of his eyes and blind you.

Ethan Hoewisch
Ethan Hoewisch likes making people laugh and is grateful for
this opportunity to help people make other people laugh. Ethan
would like to remind you that even though concrete is harder
than Jell-O, Jell-O is better to eat than concrete.

Matt Rascher
Matt, who has played such roles as Harold the Sandwich Artist, Jeff a.k.a. Epic_Ruler69, and Chad Meyers host of CNN’s The
FACT ZONE!, is incredibly excited to be a part of this wonderful
show with a group of amazingly talented people. Matt would like
to thank everyone who has helped to make this show happen,
those who have helped him along his improv/acting journey,
and of course his wonderful wife Valerie and her never-ending
patience and support.
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